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About This Content

Are you ready for the hottest fishing event of this holiday season? With the Winter Pike Pack the answer is YES! Catching one
of the fastest and most vicious predators was never easy, but competing against other anglers is an even bigger challenge! That’s

why we created this limited edition exclusive Pack that’ll get you prepared and fully armed for the occasion!
Winter Pike Pack contains a superb selection of premium grade rods, reels, lures and other tackle that’ll make you feel certain
of victory. Including ultimate Pike fishing goodies like the exclusive Winter Pike Tour edition top notch spinning rod and reel

combos, available only in this Pack! You also get tons of different pike tackle like jig heads, spoons and crankbaits not to
mention exclusive fishing apparel including the limited edition HotPiker fishing jacket, the MuskieBox rod case and cool stuff

like Fireworks!
Winter Pike Pack is an all-in-one tackle set that along with your champion skills is sure to get trophy Pike coming your way!

WINTER PIKE PACK includes:
* 40 000 CREDITS - use to purchase new tackle, pay for fishing trips, repairs and any other in-game expenses.

* 20 BAITCOINS - use to purchase certain fishing tackle, available only for BaitCoins. Spend your BaitCoins wisely!
* 7-DAY PREMIUM Enjoy seven days of Premium Status and advance your game progress by getting a 50% boost to

Experience for catching fish and x2 Credits for selling your catch! You also get to register in Competitions for free! In addition,
you get the opportunity to rent a kayak with a 50% discount!

* 40 Storage Slots
* 2 Tackle Setup Slots

RODS ‘N REELS fantastic Spinning combos for champion Pike fishing:
Rods:
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* WPT PowerEsox® 250 - Length: 8' 2" (2.5m); Lure Weight: 5/8 – 2 Oz (18-56 g); Power: X-Heavy; Line Weight: 15 – 42 lb
(7-19.5 kg); Action: Mod Fast; Pieces: 2; Guides: 10

* WPT PikeWinner 270 - Length: 8' 10" (2.7 m); Lure Weight: 1/6–5/8 Oz. (4-18 g); Power: Light; Line Weight: 3–13 Lb.
(1.5-6 kg); Action: Fast; Pieces: 2; Guides: 10

Reels:
* WTP MuskieSpin® 5500 - Ratio: 5.4:1; Recovery: 31.5" (80 cm); Capacity: mono 32/110 (0.5/110), braid 30/180 (0.28/180);

Max Drag: 42 Lb. (19 kg)
* WPT NorthernLite 2500 - Ratio: 4.7:1; Recovery: 27.5" (70 cm); Capacity: mono 8/100 (0.25/100), braid 10/125 (0.2/125);

Max Drag: 12.1 Lb. (5.5 kg)

TERMINAL TACKLE - a selection of tackle to bring you closer to victory!
* Lines:

Braid .011" (0.28 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 30 Lb. (13.6 kg)
Braid .008" (0.2 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 10 Lb. (4.5 kg)

Fluoro .024" (0.6 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 40 Lb. (18.1 kg)
Mono .012" (0.3 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 12 Lb. (5.4 kg)

* Spoons: Casting Spoon 1/4 Oz. (7 g), #1/0 (x2); Casting Spoon 1/2 Oz. (14 g), #2/0 (x2); Casting Spoon 3/4 Oz. (21 g), #3/0
(x2)

* Jig Heads: JigHead 1/4 Oz. (7 g), #1, JigHead 1/3 Oz. (9 g), #1/0, JigHead 1/2 Oz. (14 g), #2/0, JigHead 3/4 Oz (21 g), #3/0,
JigHead 1 1/2 Oz. (42 g), #4/0, JigHead 1 5/7 Oz. (48 g), #6/0, JigHead 1 1/2 Oz (42 g), #8/0

* Shads: Shad 5 cm (x2), Shad 7 cm (x2), Shad 10 cm (x2)
* TopWater Lures: Popper 3/4 Oz. (21 g), #4/0; Walker 3/8 Oz (10 g), #1/0; Walker 1/2 Oz (14 g), #3/0; Frog-popper 5/8 Oz

(18 g), #3/0 (x2)
* Crankbaits: Crankbait 2 m, #5/0 (x2)

EQUIPMENT – Tackle storage and other angling equipment.
* WPT HotPiker Fishing Jacket - Tackles: 15; Lines: 2

* WPT MuskieBox Rod Case - Rods: 2; Reels: 2
* FishCabin M Plus Keepnet - Max Single Fish Weight: 66 Lb. (30 kg); Total Fish Weight: 154 Lb. (70 kg); Fish-Friendly: yes

FISHING LICENSES (7 days):
* Advanced Missouri License

* Advanced New York License
* Advanced Alberta License

* Advanced Louisiana License
* Advanced Michigan License
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Title: Fishing Planet: Winter Pike Pack
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Fishing Planet LLC
Release Date: 16 Jan, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: OS Version - Windows 7, 8, 10 x64

Processor: Dual-Core 2.4 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics Card Intel HD4600 or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 12 GB available space

Additional Notes: External mouse or compatible Xbox controller required

English,French,German,Polish,Russian,Ukrainian,Dutch,Simplified Chinese
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I 100%d the game in 55 minutes....

This is an OK puzzle game. It's short, the music is repetitive (with one track), there are almost too many achievements (about 2
or 3 appear each time you beat a level), the levels are pretty easy, and the style is simple and minimalist.

Some of the levels may require thought and planning, but a significant problem is that levels can also be completed by basically
trial-and-error guessing, seeing which moves appear to move closer to the goal and which lead into dead ends.

I wish there were a little more ambition to the game's design, but to its credit, there are a few unique block mechanics that add
to the complexity of the gameplay.

Still, I would say this was a decent, relaxing, nothing-too-crazy type of simple puzzle game; an OK experience.. Excellent game
so far! Beautiful and inventive art. Only downside so far is I wish w,a,s,d keys would move the map. I find myself getting finger-
tied at times. Otherwise great though.. Survivors is an oddity and a throw back to times past.
The God game genre historically has been a mixed bag of either wonderous gems or utter train wrecks with very few finding the
middle ground.
Survivors, though still in early access has amused me, it's made me remember simpler days of gaming and it has made me smile.
It is certainly rough at the moment, and it has it's fair share of bugs, but as the Dev is so very active you can just pick out a
glimmer of a gem underneath, patch by patch it shines a little brighter.
It's never going to be a cult hit, but as of this moment I can say it has fully surpassed in terms of enjoyment another more high
profile & fully funded God game made by one of the industries stalwarts.

I'll be back with an update as this game continues it's development, a thumbs up from me.. OMG Dem
Graphix!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!111!!!!!!!!!!!!

1 cent was totally worth for it !!!!!!!!!!11!!!!!!1!!!!!!!!1

BUY IT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Over all good game
but I can see some minor problems
1.Hunger and thirst gose down to fast
2.some of the animals are to op
3.This is the last reason and that is when ever I die, quit, or start a game it opens a tab for lif on a website (if you know how to
fix this without the developers editing the game put it in the chat)
I also have some notes for what to add
1.I saw the meeracats and rabits had burrows but they are all the same maybe you could make more then 1 burrow
2.all the totems are facing one way maybe you could randomly make them face different directions
3.lastly I would like homes for more animals it seems bad to see animals like wolves loins and bears out in the open because they
all have dens in real life so maybe you could add those. Well designed levels that can keep you thinking for a bit combined with
really good art and sound. The random puzzle game modes are very enjoyable aswell.
Playing it with the steam controller works perfectly.. Recommending this short experience as it is free – no particular problems
other than grabbing some items did not seem to register normally from time to time.

Howerver it would be nice to have the ability to teleport (or some tool to fetch items) for people that don't have large rooms to
get to places out of reach. I had problems getting the red cube that bounced outside of the play zone when it first appeared and
had to restart. Also had an issue when I dropped the candle by example – there was no way to get it back (other than restarting).

For your reference the room setup was exactly 2 X 2 meters.
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Ok this is a new released TD game and i did first 3 zones and its still dumpster ive played most TD's every things clunky in this
its kind of pathetic you expect a decent TD but ya dont... like strategy really? u can only put towers in like 5 spots a map.. this is
utter\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 i dont even know how that deluded description of this game came into existance.
hopefully it refunds. this is junk. its 2017;. Oi, upvote this for Nominated Game of the Year!. Great game, good soundtrack, a
giant skill tree, lots of classes, and fun gameplay, and an interesting main menu design and art style. Its deffinitely worth the
price, I'd write a longer review but this is all I can really say, Its simply that.. you can end this game in 80 senconds. Verry bad

2/10. This game was actually f***in awesome. I had a blast. I bought to play on stream, hoping it would give me an hour or two
of fun, but unsure of it. However, I ended up playing 'till I beat it. Nearly ALL the bosses were super cool, love the deisgn. The
Puppeteer was a bit annoying just because it took so long to get to the harder part and once you die you gotta do it all over again,
but other than that, no complaints. Maybe maybe Scourge harder, I spent legit 6 times longer on the Silenced than him aha.

10\/10, best bullet hell game I have EVER played, hands down.. Cheap and semi-fun game but it's a little bit hard. This
"artbook" isn't what I expected. . . in a bad way. It is a 24-page PDF which is downloaded to Attractorache's install directory. It
features seven images of the girls, and sixteen images of space. The space pictures look great, but I didn't buy the "Artbook" for
space pictures, I bought it for the content I was promised.

There are [no] original words, [no] game development stories, and [no] "game introductions".

To be fair, there are more than five "exquisite" screenshots. . . but the whole PDF is nothing but screenshots. It doesn't need to
be a PDF. I'd like to have seen the screenshots on their own, say in a folder, in a format one could read or use without PDF-
software.

The space pictures look really nice. I'd use them for a background, if only they weren't stuck in a PDF document. The girl
pictures look okay, but I can get similar (if not the same) pictures by just playing the game.

The issue with this DLC is false-advertising. Not only is the description wrong, but there are no screenshots which relate to this
"DLC's" content. The content of this DLC seems a little underwhelming. . . I think that most people don't buy Attractorache for
the space theme.. The dark souls of videogames.. This game is utterly amazing.

IMPORTANT: The main thing you need to do after buying it, is to make it run under Windows 10. There are ways. I personally
recommend this: https://steamcommunity.com/app/33570/discussions/0/35221584425332491/

There are not many games so enjoyable even 16 years after release. I am still coming back to this game every few years and
spend 30 to 100 hours.

What is so special about Patrician 3? It was made by a German developer with GREAT care and a lot of love paid to details. It
has nice 2D graphics, good sound effects and amazing gameplay.

There is a well-simulated economy and a huge variety of activities to immerse oneself into. A feast for the mind. If you know
how good it feels to excercise your mind, you will fall in love with this game.

This game teaches you that if you care about people and make them happy, you can rise in society. You can also rise if you care
about your town and improve it. You can also rise if you outsmart your competition and expand your company. You can also
rise if you are a crap of a person but know which strings to pull and how to manipulate the public opinion. Just like in real life.

None of your actions here remain unnoticed. Reputation is the key.

The "dark side" is also possible. Get ready for pirating, bribes and brutal politics.

You will like this game if you like developing things and making something better.
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Patrician 3 is so rewarding and so well-made that I would recommend it to anyone, who likes economic simulators, ships,
business development and products made with a lot of love and care.

P.S.: Every time you return to game (i.e. load), make sure you take a bath and pray at the church. You are welcome.
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